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GiPStech S.r.l. is a start-up company - spin-off of Università della Calabria - that 

developed proprietary technology for indoor localization and navigation based on a 

hybrid-geomagnetic approach: leveraging anomalies to the geomagnetic field 

naturally occurring in any building and using inexpensive sensors (those already 

present in smartphone). GiPStech technology is able to deliver maximum 

precision in localization with minimal/non existent infrastructure.

This document highlights the new Asset Tracking technology built on top of the 

patented GiPStech indoor localization technologies that allow to localize and 

track any physical asset that is not equipped with a traditional smartphone but is 

just equipped with a very inexpensive tag (a simple bluetooth beacon or an RFID 

tag)





We moved the localization stack from the smartphone side to a very in-

expensive smart node to be installed on the building side. This smart node 

is (1) able to localize any kind of asset equipped with an very in-expensive 

tag (not a smartphone) and (2) enrich – if needed - the BLE infrastructure 

to deliver smartphone based high performance localization services

Our smart nodes not only provide same service of BLE beacons, but also 

allow passive localization of non-smartphones wearable and tags.

Works as a “mesh network”. Only one on the deployment require network 

connectivity, no battery maintenance

Smart nodes

Beacons provide a radio signal for basic localization on smartphone.

Our BLE beacons do not require wiring, and work on small batteries 

last for 3 years.

In-expensive Tags (bluetooth or RFID)
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RFID Tag support in beta version



The system allow to 

localize and track any 

physical asset in any 

environment in real-time

Asset 
Localization and 

Tracking
To enable the localization 

you simply need to attach 

an inexpensive and 

broadly available standard 

bluetooth beacon / 

eddystone device to the 

asset 

Employing Low 
cost Tags

The standard deployment 

needs just few low cost 

devices attached on the 

building side that through 

the GiPStech software are 

able to localize the assets

Multi-purpose and 
low cost 

infrastructure

We can extend the 

basic capabilities of 

the system with the 

integration of multiple 

technologies 

Extensible and 
Expandable

The localization / tracking 

data should be easy 

integrated in very large 

enterprises and 

environments 

Enterprise 
integration capability
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B L U E T O O T H

R F I D
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Our software is able to localize and track assets that are simply equipped with low 

power, high battery life, standard iBeacons or Eddystone devices. This is a very cost 

effective solution to enable tracking and localization even in environments with 

thousands of assets. In addition the tracking infrastructure is able to collect the 

telemetry data coming from the beacons used to monitor the battery status and the 

environmental temperature.

Tracking with standard bluetooth beacons

In some scenarios we can employ inexpensive, disposable and passive (no 

battery needed) RFID tags.  With these tags the infrastructure is able to provide a 

“check-point” localization of the assets when these assets are (or not) within some 

pre-identified areas. The infrastructure works in a peer to peer way and is able to 

detected RFID tags passing up to 10 meters far from any infrastructure’s smart-

node 

“Check-point” detection through passive RFID tags*

* This feature is still in beta version
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A smart-node is used to «localize» 

the assets or to support the other 

localization scenarios. It create a 

cooperative mesh networks with 

the other neighbors smartnodes 

and communicate the localization 

data, in a synced way, with a local 

gateway that acts as 

concentrator and edge-computer

Smart node

The gateway is the only device 

that needs an internet 

connection. It receive the 

measurements made by the 

smartnodes and using the 

GiPStech algorithms it 

calculates the assets positions.

Gateway (Edge computing)

The leading GiPStech localization software acts as the heart of the localization 

infrastructure and can be installed on any commercial device equipped with basic 

computational power and with a bluetooth radio receiver. For a standard 

deployment we suggest to use commercial Raspberry PI devices.

GiPStech inside

With a single infrastructure (installed in the building) we can simultaneous support many 

different localization scenarios:

• Asset Tracking with tags (where the infrastructure is used to localize the moving 

assets)

• Smartphone based localization (where the infrastructure is used as a standard 

bluetooth beacon infrastructure even together the GiPStech hybrid localization 

technology)

• Passive tracking(*): the infrastructure is used to “sniff” packets coming from any 

device that moves around and is equipped with a WIFI or Bluetooth transmitter, even 

including smartphones.

Multipurpose infrastructure

(*) This feature is still in beta version



Not only assets Ready to support multiple technologies Service Oriented architecture

The same infrastructure is ready to support 

smartphone based localization providing many 

value added services even to the operators such 

as routing calculation and others

The integration of multiple tags made with 

different technologies (RFID, barcode, QR) is 

already supported allowing the system to be 

used in lots of different use cases

We can provide a location API that can be 

integrated in any third party system to add value 

to existing asset management platforms like our 

Asset2Work solution that already support it.
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RFID Support in in beta version
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MQTT is designed to overcome the challenges of connecting the expanding physical 

world of sensors, actuators and phones with a software processing technologies.

MQTT features faster response and throughput, and lower battery and bandwidth 

usage, making it well suited to use cases where connectivity is intermittent, bandwidth 

is at a premium, an enterprise application needs to interact with one or more phone 

apps and phone or tablet apps need to send data reliably without requiring code retry 

logic.

MQTT protocol minimizes network bandwidth for the 
internet of things

The ASTRA edge computer gateway comes with embedded 
MQTT support

Any enterprise application just need to subscribe to the right MQTT topic to be notified 

about changes in location, telemetry and status of each physical asset that is 

controlled by the ASTRA infrastructure
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The technology can achieve and accuracy up to 1 meter of precision depending by the 

smart-node density and the tag model 

Expected accuracy vs infrastructure density

When we use bluetooth tags equipped with an accelerometer, the GiPStech technology 

employed by the smart-nodes infrastructure is able to fuse this information together the 

bluetooth RF signal to increase the position accuracy for both static and moving assets

Fusion of the tag dynamics (inertial aid*)

Up to 1 meter of precision in 
static conditions, with inertial 
aid and when the RF tag is in 

line of sight with at least 3 
smart-nodes

On average from 2 to 3 meters of 
precision in static condition with a 

low impacting infrastructure (1 
smart-node every 100 sq.m.) and 

an RF tag

On average from 3 to 10 meters 
of precision in static condition 

with a very sparse infrastructure 
(1 smart-node every 500 / 1000 

sq. m.) and an RF tag

(*) This feature is still in beta version





For dealers or big car manufacturer it is important 

to know where is a single car: in the parking, in the 

workshop at a given bridge, in the washing gate or 

ready to be checked out. In this way ASTRA helps 

with the optimization of the B2B process but even 

with the improvement of the customer journey 

providing real-time information for both.

Knowing where is the car

ASTRA is ready to be integrated with existing Dealer 

Management Systems to add value and increase the 

productivity.

Integration with standard DMS systems
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The customer leaves the car and the ASTRA system begin to track 

it providing status updates both to the car’s mechanics and to the 

workshop backend even with an integrated support for the 

existing DMS systems already used within the workshop 

Speed up of the check-in process

The customer should be notified in real-time about the status of 

the car knowing when the car is within the workshop or when it is 

in the washing gate. And being notified about when the car is 

ready for check-out or if there is some additional work that needs 

to be executed

Keep the customer experience at the highest level

Knowing that the car is on a give bridge helps the workshop to 

delivery the requested spare parts in the right place.

Knowing when a car moves and where the car stops again helps 

the optimization of workforce management.

Spare parts delivery optimization



No matter about if you need to know the position of a baggage, a 

wheelchair, a trolley or whatever. ASTRA is able to provide in real-time 

their position and not only: even if you want to track kids, pets or other 

targets that are not equipped with a smartphone just let they wear a tag 

and ASTRA will track it for you.

Knowing where is a target

The ASTRA infrastructure is multipurpose: with it the environment 

already have all what is needed to provide high-end localization and 

navigation services even for the travelers that will benefit from having 

these services on top of their smartphones

Localization and navigation for the travelers

All the positioning data should be collected from the back-end systems. 

In this way we enable behavior and big data analysis that will help with 

the optimization of the real-estate space, passenger flow, operators 

logistic and many more.

Behavioral and big data analysis



A wearable tag would be used to track and 

localize the smaller travelers that come 

across airports and stations

A virtual eye on smaller travelers

Even kids and dogs would be always under 

control when they travel across airports and 

stations

A monitor for the best friends …

The baggage will not get lost anymore. ASTRA 

can track it: just a tag is required. Supported 

tags are RFID(*) and bluetooth

… and for the baggage
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RFID Support in in beta version



The ASTRA infrastructure provide the required support in terms of 

having a small-infrastructure to provide precise, smooth and real-time 

localization, for orientation and navigation. 

As we have done at Tokyo Narita International Airport in collaboration 

with NTT Data: https://youtu.be/gr1jWETrBpQ 

Directly on smartphone
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https://youtu.be/gr1jWETrBpQ
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All data generated by any device using the technology 

throughout the airport and/or the station contributes 

to an aggregated quantitative understanding of the 

space usage.



Find Us With
Any Question

info@gipstech.com
www.gipstech.com
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http://www.gipstech.com/
http://www.gipstech.com/

